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includes non-desired material and a fraction-bound solid
phase substrate. The device includes an input zone for receiv

ing the biological sample therein and a phase-gate zone for
receiving an isolation buffer therein. An output zone receives
a reagent therein. A force is movable between a ?rst position

adjacent the input zone and a second position adjacent the
output zone. The force urges the fraction-bound solid phase
substrate from the input zone, through the phase-gate zone
and into the output zone.
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DEVICE FOR AND METHOD OF
EXTRACTING A FRACTION FROM A
BIOLOGICAL SAMPLE

plated for the specimens in the ?rst droplet to bind to the
particles. Thereafter, a magnetic ?eld conveys the ?rst drop

let, with the specimen-bound magnetic particles therein,

The present invention relates generally to the extraction of
nucleic acid and protein puri?cation, and in particular, to a

through the liquid to a desired location wherein the ?rst
droplet may be united with a second droplet for further pro
cessing downstream. The process may be repeated. A bulk
head may be provided between the areas wherein the ?rst and
second droplets are formed to maintain the droplets in such

device for and a method of extracting a fraction from cultured

area.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

cells, tissue samples and other biological materials.

It is noted that while the apparatus disclosed in the ’500

application contemplates the movement of specimen-bound
magnetic particles through a liquid for processing, no mecha
nism is provided for extracting the specimen-bound magnetic

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

particles from the ?rst droplet, or the droplets in which the

Effective isolation of nucleic acids from biological

samples (e.g., cultured cells, tissue, viruses) is an essential
prerequisite for ef?cient downstream ampli?cation, detec
tion, and quanti?cation of speci?c genetic sequences via
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). The extrac
tion process requires lysing the cells with harsh extraction

?rst droplet subsequently merges. Hence, the apparatus and
methodology disclosed in the ’500 patent does not provide for
an effective means for isolating particles, and their associated

analyte(s), from a biological sample.
20

techniques (e.g. organic solvent extraction, chromatography,

and purifying a fraction from cultured cells, tissue samples
and other biological materials.
25

centrifugation, dialysis). These techniques can be very time

consuming, tedious, and often require multiple washing
steps. By way of example, commercially-available nucleic
acid isolation kits require approximately 15 minutes to over
one hour to complete, largely due to the multiple washing

30

steps required to suf?ciently separate the nucleic acids from
the cellular debris and extraction reagents. Consequently, it

It is a further object and feature of the present invention to
provide a device for and a method of extracting and purifying
a fraction from cultured cells, tissue samples and other bio
logical materials that is simpler and more ef?cient than prior
devices and methods.
It is a still further object and feature of the present invention
to provide a device for and a method of extracting and puri
fying a fraction from cultured cells, tissue samples and other

biological materials that has higher throughput than prior

has been suggested that as much as 15% of all molecular

biology research time is devoted to puri?cation.
In view of the foregoing, various attempts have been made
to reduce the time associated with isolating nucleic acids
from a biological sample. By way of example, Kelso, United

Therefore, it is a primary object and feature of the present
invention to provide a device for and a method of extracting

reagents, such as detergents or enzymes, thereby resulting in
a mixture of nucleic acids, cellular debris and extraction
reagents. The nucleic acids are then separated/puri?ed from
the cellular debris and extraction reagents using a variety of

35

devices and methods.
In accordance with the present invention, a device is pro
vided for facilitating extraction of a fraction from a biological

sample. The biological sample includes non-desired material
and a fraction-bound solid phase substrate. The device

States Patent Application No. 20090246782 discloses a sys

includes an input zone for receiving the biological sample

tem, device, and method for performing biological reactions.
More speci?cally, the system contemplates placing a sample

therein and a phase-gate zone for receiving an isolation buffer
therein. An output zone receives a reagent therein. A force is

40

in a ?rst chamber. The ?rst chamber includes ?rst processing

movable between a ?rst position adjacent the input zone and
a second position adjacent the output zone. The force urges
the fraction-bound solid phase substrate from the input zone,
through the phase-gate zone and into the output zone.

reagents to generate a processed sample. The processed
sample is moved through a water and alcohol immiscible,
hydrophobic, or lipophilic barrier to a second chamber. The

processed sample is treated in said second chamber with
second processing reagents to generate a further processed

45

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

sample.
While functional for its intended purpose, the system dis
closed in the ’782 application has certain limitations. For

example, the reagents and immiscible phase of the system

The drawings fumished herewith illustrate a preferred con
struction of the present invention in which the above advan
50

tages and features are clearly disclosed as well as others

disclosed in the ’782 application must be con?ned within

which will be readily understood from the following descrip

corresponding chambers. As a result, the system requires the

tion of the illustrated embodiment.

In the drawings:

use of an external pump or two-axis magnet to move the

processed sample between the chambers. It can be appreci
ated that the use of an external pump may have undesired
effects on the sample. Alternatively, the use of a two-axis

FIG. 1 is an isometric view of a device in accordance with
55

magnet may add unwanted cost and complexity to the system.
In addition, the use of a plurality of chambers to isolate the

nucleic acids from a biological sample may limit the through
put of the system.
Shikida et al., United States Patent Application No.

60

20080226500 discloses a miniaturized chemical analytic
apparatus. The apparatus includes an introduction means for

introducing a ?rst droplet having a specimen therein into a
liquid such that the structure of the ?rst droplet is maintained.

the present invention in an initial con?guration;
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the device of the present
invention taken along line 2-2 of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is an isometric view of a device of the present
invention in a second con?guration;
FIG. 4 is an isometric view of a device of the present
invention in a third con?guration;
FIG. 5 is an isometric view of an alternate embodiment of
a device in accordance with the present invention in an initial

con?guration;

Magnetic ultra?ne particles are mixed into the droplet while,

FIG. 6 is an isometric view of the alternate embodiment of
the device in accordance with the present invention in a sec

once again, maintaining the structure thereof. It is contem

ond con?guration;

65
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Input well 12 and phase-gate well 26 are interconnected by

FIG. 7 is a schematic view of a still further embodiment of
a device in accordance with the present invention in an initial

?rst channel 38. First channel 38 extends along an axis and is

con?guration;

de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 40 and 42, respectively,

FIGS. 8a-8d are schematic, top plan views of a co-culture
platform incorporating a further embodiment of the device of
the present invention wherein a series of operational steps

upper wall 44 and bottom wall 45. Input ends 46 and 48 of ?rst
and second sidewalls 40 and 42, respectively, of ?rst channel
38 and input end 50 of upper wall 44 of input channel 38
intersect end wall 20 of input well 12 so as to de?ne input 52
to ?rst channel 38. Output ends 56 and 58 of ?rst and second
sidewalls 40 and 42, respectively, of ?rst channel 38 and
output end 60 of upper wall 44 of ?rst channel 38 intersect
upstream wall 32 of phase-gate well 26 so as to de?ne output
62 of ?rst channel 38. Bottom wall 45 of ?rst channel 38 is

associated with analyte puri?cation is depicted;
FIGS. 9a-9e are schematic, isometric views of a still fur
ther embodiment of a device in accordance with the present
invention wherein a series of operational steps associated
with quantifying a level of a speci?c particle/protein in an

initial sample is depicted.

generally co-planar with bottom walls 22 and 36 of input well
12 and phase-gate well 26, respectively. As best seen in FIG.
2, ?rst and second sidewalls 40 and 42, respectively, of ?rst

FIGS. 10a-10d are schematic, isometric views of a plat

form incorporating the device of the present invention
wherein a series of operational steps associated with extract

channel 38 converge towards each other from input 52 to
output 62, for reasons hereinafter described.

ing a quantity of speci?c particles/proteins from an initial

sample and splitting the quantity of extracted particles/pro

Device 10 further includes output zone or well 66 down

teins into subsets is depicted;
FIG. 11a is an isometric view ofthe device ofthe FIG. 1 in
a still further con?guration;

20

downstream wall 74 and bottom wall 76. Inner surfaces 68a

FIG. 11b is an isometric view of a still further embodiment

of a device in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 12 is a top plan view of a still further embodiment of
a device in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 13 is a side elevational view of the device of FIG. 12;
FIG. 14 is a top plan view of a still further embodiment of
a device in accordance with the present invention;
FIG. 15 is an isometric view of the device of FIG. 1 incor

porating an immobilized liquid plug to facilitate loading of
the device;
FIG. 16 is a top plan view ofan array ofthe device of FIG.
1 wherein the input wells of the devices are interconnected;
and
FIG. 17 is a top plan view ofan array ofthe device of FIG.
1, similar to FIG. 16, wherein the phase-gate wells of the

25

30

35

tions are contemplated without deviating from the scope of
the present invention.
Output well 66 and phase-gate well 26 are interconnected
by second channel 79. Second channel 79 extends along an

axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 80 and 82,
respectively, upper wall 84 and bottom wall 85. Input ends 86
and 88 of ?rst and second sidewalls 80 and 82, respectively, of
second channel 79 and input end 90 of upper wall 84 of
second channel 79 intersect downstream wall 34 of phase
gate well 26 so as to de?ne input 92 to second channel 79.

Output ends 96 and 98 of ?rst and second sidewalls 80 and 82,
respectively, of second channel 79 and output end 100 of

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
40

Referring to FIGS. 1-4, a device for extracting and purify
ing a fraction from cultured cells, tissue samples and other
biological materials in accordance with the present invention
is generally designated by the reference numeral 10. Device
sidewalls 14 and 16, respectively, ?rst and second end walls
18 and 20, respectively, and bottom wall 22. Inner surfaces
14a and 16a of sidewalls 14 and 16, respectively, inner sur
faces 18a and 20a of ?rst and second end walls 18 and 20,
respectively, and upper surface 22a of bottom wall 22 de?ne

and 70a of sidewalls 68 and 70, respectively, inner surface
72a of upstream wall 72, inner surface 74a of downstream
wall 74, and upper surface 76a of bottom wall 76 de?ne
output cavity 78 for receiving a reagent therein, as hereinafter
described. Again, output well 66 has a generally rectangular

con?guration in the depicted embodiment, other con?gura

devices are interconnected.

10 includes input zone or well 12 de?ned by ?rst and second

stream of phase-gate well 26 and being de?ned by ?rst and
second sidewalls 68 and 70, respectively, upstream wall 72,

45

upper wall 84 of second channel 79 intersect up stream wall 72
of output well 66 so as to de?ne output 102 of second channel
79. Bottom wall 76 of second channel 79 is generally co

planar with bottom walls 36 and 76 of phase-gate well 26 and
output well 66, respectively. As best seen in FIG. 2, ?rst and
second sidewalls 80 and 82, respectively, of second channel
79 converge towards each other from input 92 to output 102,
for reasons hereinafter described.

In operation, it is intended to utilize device 10 to extract
fraction 104, such as nucleic acids, whole cells and/or pro
50

teins, from biological sample 106. As is known, biological

input cavity 24 for receiving a biological sample therein, as

sample 106 may include non-desired material 108 such as

hereinafter described. While input well 12 has a generally

lysate, bodily ?uids, forensic samples, and/or biological con

rectangular con?guration in the depicted embodiment, other

taminations. In order to prepare biological sample 106 for
extraction of fraction 104, an appropriate reagent is added to
biological sample 106 and mixed such that fraction 104 binds

con?gurations are contemplated without deviating from the
scope of the present invention.

55

to a solid phase substrate in the reagent to form fraction

Device 10 further includes phase-gate zone or well 26

downstream of input well 12 and being de?ned by ?rst and
second sidewalls 28 and 30, respectively, upstream wall 32,

bound solid phase substrate 110. It is contemplated for the

downstream wall 34 and bottom wall 36. Inner surfaces 28a

For example, the solid phase substrate may be a paramagnetic
material attracted to a corresponding magnetic ?eld. Other
non-magnetic mechanisms such as gravity, ultrasonic actua

and 30a of sidewalls 28 and 30, respectively, inner surface
32a of upstream wall 32, inner surface 34a of downstream
wall 34, and upper surface 36a of bottom wall 36 de?ne

phase-gate cavity 37 for receiving an isolation buffer therein,
as hereinafter described. Again, although phase-gate well 26
has a generally rectangular con?guration in the depicted
embodiment, other con?gurations are contemplated without
deviating from the scope of the present invention.

solid phase substrate to be attracted to a corresponding force.
60

tion or the like are contemplated as being within the scope of

the present invention. Once mixed with the reagent, biologi

cal sample 106 is deposited in input cavity 24 of input well 12;
65

isolation buffer 109, such as oil or wax, is deposited in phase

gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26; and a desired reagent
113 is deposited in output cavity 78 of output well 66. It can

US 8,728,410 B2
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be appreciated that the mixing of biological sample 106 and
the reagent may occur in input cavity 24 of input well 12

bottom wall 85 of second channel 79 such that fraction-bound
solid phase substrate 110 are drawn into second channel 79

and/ or ?rst channel 38 without deviating from the scope of the

through input 92 thereof, FIG. 3; and 4) below bottom wall 76

present invention.

of output well 66 such that fraction-bound solid phase sub
strate 110 are drawn into output well 66 through output 102 of

Device 10 of the present invention and the other devices in
accordance with the present invention described hereinafter
rely upon the dominance of surface tension over gravity at the
microscale to establish “virtual walls” between each ?uid
interface. This dominance of surface tension enables the side
by-side loading of ?uids in the devices that is not possible on
the macro scale. This phenomenon is quanti?ed by the dimen
sionless Bond number:
Bo :ngZ/y

second channel 79, FIG. 4. It is intended to move magnet 111

from its initial position below input well 12 to a position
below output well 66 in less than 10 seconds. However, other
time periods are contemplated as being within the scope of the
present invention.
As previously noted, the surface tension of isolation buffer
109 in phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26 at output 62
of ?rst channel 38 prevents biological sample 106 from ?ow

Equation (1)

ing into phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26 through
output 62 of ?rst channel 38 and the surface tension of reagent
113 in output cavity 78 of output well 66 at output 102 of
second channel 79 prevents isolation buffer 109 from ?owing
into output cavity 78 of output well 66 at output 102 of second

wherein: Bo is the Bond number; p is the density of a ?uid; g
is the acceleration of gravity; L is a characteristic length scale
of the device; and y is the surface energy of the ?uid.
A Bond number (Bo) less than 1 indicates a system in
which surface tension forces are su?iciently large to margin

channel 79. It can be appreciated that as fraction-bound solid

alize the effects of gravity. For larger Bond number (Bo)
devices, gravity dominance mandates positioning of the
denser biological sample in input well 12 and reagent in
output well 66 below the isolation buffer in phase-gate well
26, constraining device geometry into a three-dimensional

20

architecture. Because Bond number (Bo) scales with the
square of the characteristic length scale of the device (L2), a
reduction in device dimensions rapidly reduces the Bond

25

reagent 113 contained therein as desired by a user. In addition,

Micro?uidic constrictions with very small characteristic
30

serial loading of all three device ?uids (the biological sample,
the isolation buffer and the reagent) into their respective wells
(input well 12, phase-gate well 26 and output well 66, respec
tively) without intermixing or density-driven strati?cation.
Hence, the reliance upon the dominance of surface tension,
allow for the planarization of the layout of the devices of the
present invention which, in turn, simpli?es both device fab

113 in output well 66 to be an elution buffer such that fraction
104 bound to the solid phase substrate may be extracted
35

tension of reagent 113 in output cavity 78 of output well 66 at
output 102 of second channel 79 prevents isolation buffer 109
from ?owing into output cavity 78 of output well 66 at output

therefrom. Thereafter, the magnet 111 may be sequentially
moved: 1) below bottom wall 85 of second channel 79 such
that solid phase substrate are drawn into second channel 79

40

area of input 52 to ?rst channel 38 is greater than the cross
sectional area of output 62 of ?rst channel 38. As a result,

biological sample 106 ?ows into ?rst channel 38 through
input 52 thereof. However, the surface tension of isolation
buffer 109 in phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26 at
output 62 of ?rst channel 38 prevents biological sample 106
from ?owing into phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26
through output 62 of ?rst channel 38. Likewise, the surface

it can be appreciated that output well 66 may be operatively
connected to additional downstream components for further

processing of fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110.
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 11a, it is contemplated for reagent

rication and operation while also enabling high-throughput
arrays in well plate-like con?gurations.
In view of the foregoing, it is noted that the cross-sectional

solid phase substrate 110 isolated from the remainder of

biological sample 106 in output well 66, fraction-bound solid
phase substrate 110 may be treated in output well 66 by

number (Bo) into the surface tension-dominant regime.

length scales selectively impede liquid motion, enabling

phase substrate 110 passes through phase-gate well 26 and
second channel 79, fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110
are washed by isolation buffer 1 09 therein, thereby effectively
isolating fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 from the
remainder of biological sample 106. With fraction-bound

45

through output 102 of second channel 79; 2) below bottom
wall 36 of phase-gate well 26 such that the solid phase sub
strate are drawn into phase-gate well 26 through input 92 to
second channel 79; 3) below bottom wall 45 of ?rst channel
38 such that solid phase substrate are drawn into ?rst channel
38 through output 62 of ?rst channel 38; and 4) below bottom
wall 22 such that solid phase substrate are drawn into input
well 12 through input 52 of ?rst channel 38. With the solid

phase substrate returned to input well 12, previously unbound
fraction 104 in initial biological sample 106 remaining in
input well 12 may now bind to a solid phase substrate to form

additional fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110. There
50

after, the methodology heretofore described is repeated such
that a substantial proportion of fraction 104 may be extracted

102 of second channel 79.
In order to extract fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110

from biological sample 106.

from biological sample 106, a force to which the solid phase

substrate may become contaminated with cell material. As a

substrate is attracted is positioned adjacent, and preferably
below, input well 12. As heretofore described, it is contem
plated for the solid phase substrate to be a paramagnetic
material attracted to a corresponding magnetic ?eld. As such,
in order to generate the magnetic ?eld, magnet 111 is posi
tioned below input well 12 such that fraction-bound solid
phase substrate 110 is magnetically attracted thereto. Magnet
111 is sequentially moved: 1) below bottom wall 45 of ?rst
channel 38 such that fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110
are drawn into ?rst channel 38 through input 52 thereof; 2)
below bottom wall 36 of phase-gate well 26 such that frac
tion-bound solid phase substrate 110 are drawn into phase
gate well 26 through output 62 of ?rst channel 38; 3) below

It has been found that after several uses, the solid phase
55

60

65

result, the capacity of the solid phase substrate to bind addi
tional fraction 104 may drop. Referring to FIG. 11b, in order
to overcome these limitations, it is contemplated to incorpo
rate an arrangement for regenerating the capacity of the solid
phase substrate. More speci?cally, second phase-gate zone or
well 109 is provided downstream of output well 66 and being
de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 115 and 117, respec
tively, upstream wall 119, and downstream wall 121. The
inner surfaces of sidewalls 115 and 117, respectively, the
inner surface of upstream wall 119, and the inner surface of
downstream wall 121 de?ne a phase-gate cavity for receiving
an isolation buffer therein, as heretofore described. Again,

although second phase-gate well 109 has a generally rectan

US 8,728,410 B2
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gular con?guration in the depicted embodiment, other con
?gurations are contemplated without deviating from the

intersect upstream wall 145 of third phase-gate well 139 so as
to de?ne output 151 of ?fth channel 149. The bottom wall of

scope of the present invention.
Output well 66 and second phase-gate well 109 are inter
connected by third channel 123. Third channel 123 extends
along an axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls, an
upper wall and a bottom wall. The input ends of the ?rst and
second sidewalls of third channel 123 and the input end of the
upper wall of third channel 123 intersect end wall 74 of output

?fth channel 149 is generally co-planar with bottom walls of
wash well 125 and third phase-gate well 139, respectively. It
can be seen that the ?rst and second sidewalls of ?fth channel

149 converge towards each other from the input to the output
thereof, for reasons hereinafter described.
Third phase-gate well 139 and input well 12 are intercon

nected by sixth channel 153. Sixth channel 153 extends along

well 66 so as to de?ne an input to third channel 123. The

an axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls, an upper
wall and a bottom wall. The input ends of the ?rst and second
sidewalls of sixth channel 153 and the input end of the upper
wall of ?fth channel 153 intersect downstream wall 147 of

output ends of the ?rst and second sidewalls of third channel
123 and the output end of the upper wall of third channel 123
intersect upstream wall 119 of phase-gate well 109 so as to
de?ne an output of third channel 123. The bottom wall of third

third phase-gate well 139 so as to de?ne an input to sixth

channel 123 is generally co-planar with bottom walls 22 and
3 6 of input well 12 and phase-gate well 26, respectively. It can

channel 153. The output ends of the ?rst and second sidewalls
of sixth channel 153 and the output end of the upper wall of
sixth channel 153 intersect ?rst wall 18 of input well 12 so as
to de?ne output 155 of sixth channel 153. The bottom wall of

be seen that the ?rst and second sidewalls of third channel 123

converge towards each other from the input to the output
thereof, for reasons hereinafter described.
Wash zone or well 125 is provided downstream of second

20

phase-gate well 109 and is de?ned by ?rst and second side
walls 127 and 129, respectively, upstream wall 131, and

can be seen that the ?rst and second sidewalls of sixth channel

downstream wall 133. The inner surfaces of ?rst and second

sidewalls 127 and 129, respectively, the inner surface of
upstream wall 131, and the inner surface of downstream wall

sixth channel 153 is generally co-planar with bottom walls of
input well 12 and third phase-gate well 139, respectively. It
153 converge towards each other from the input to the output
thereof, for reasons hereinafter described.

25

In operation, it is contemplated for reagent 113 in output

133 de?ne a cavity for receiving a wash buffer therein, as
hereinafter described. Again, wash well 125 has a generally

well 66 to be an elution buffer such that fraction 104 bound to

rectangular con?guration in the depicted embodiment, other

tion, an isolation buffer, such as oil or wax, is deposited in

the solid phase substrate may be extracted therefrom. In addi

con?gurations are contemplated without deviating from the
scope of the present invention.
Wash well 125 and second phase-gate well 109 are inter
connected by fourth channel 135. Fourth channel 135 extends
along an axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls, an
upper wall and bottom wall. The input ends of the ?rst and
second sidewalls of fourth channel 135 and the input end of
the upper wall of fourth channel 135 intersect downstream

30

of third channel 123 such that solid phase substrate are drawn
35

wall 133 of second phase-gate well 109 so as to de?ne an

input to fourth channel 135. The output ends of the ?rst and
second sidewalls of fourth channel 135 and the output end of
the upper wall of fourth channel 135 intersect upstream wall

wall of fourth channel 135 such that solid phase substrate are
40

channel 135. The bottom wall of fourth channel 125 is gen

109 and output well 66, respectively. It can appreciated that
the ?rst and second sidewalls of fourth channel 135 converge
towards each other from the input to the output, for reasons
hereinafter described.
Third phase-gate zone or well 139 is provided downstream
of wash well 125 and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls

45

141 and 143, respectively, upstream wall 145, and down

50

respectively, the inner surface of upstream wall 145, and the

55

generally rectangular con?guration in the depicted embodi
ment, other con?gurations are contemplated without deviat
ing from the scope of the present invention.

nel 153 through the input thereof; and 7) below bottom wall
22 of input well 12 such that solid phase substrate are drawn
into input well 12 through output 155 of sixth channel 153.
The surface tension of: l) the isolation buffer in second
phase-gate well 109 at output of third channel 123 isolates the
solid phase substrate from fraction 104 and the elution buffer;
2) the stripping solution in wash well 125 prevents the isola
tion buffer in second phase-gate well 109 from ?owing into

wash well 125; and 3) the isolation buffer in third phase-gate

Wash well 125 and third phase-gate well 139 are intercon
60

an axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls, an upper
wall and a bottom wall. The input ends of the ?rst and second
sidewalls of ?fth channel 149 and the input end of the upper
wall of ?fth channel 149 intersect downstream wall 133 of

output ends of the ?rst and second sidewalls of ?fth channel
149 and the output end of the upper wall of ?fth channel 149

nel 149 through the input thereof; 6) below the bottom wall of
third phase-gate well 139 such that solid phase substrate are
drawn into third phase-gate well 139 through output 151 of
?fth channel 149; 7) below the bottom wall of sixth channel
153 such that solid phase substrate are drawn into sixth chan

stream wall 147. The inner surfaces of sidewalls 141 and 143,

wash well 125 so as to de?ne an input to ?fth channel 149. The

drawn into fourth channel 135 through the input thereof; 4)
below the bottom wall of wash well 125 such that solid phase
substrate are drawn into wash well 125 through output 137 of
fourth channel 135; 5) below the bottom wall of ?fth channel
149 such that solid phase substrate are drawn into ?fth chan

erally co-planar with bottom walls second phase-gate well

nected by ?fth channel 149. Fifth channel 149 extends along

into third channel 123 through the input thereof; 2) below the
bottom wall of second phase-gate well 109 such that solid
phase substrate are drawn into second phase-gate well 109

through the output of third channel 123; 3) below the bottom

131 of wash well 125 so as to de?ne output 137 of fourth

inner surface of downstream wall 147 de?ne a phase-gate
cavity for receiving an isolation buffer therein, as heretofore
described. Again, although third phase-gate well 139 has a

second and third phase-gate wells 109 and 139, respectively;
and a stripping solution for cleaning/recycling the solid phase
substrate is deposited in wash well 125. Thereafter, the mag
net 111 may be sequentially moved: 1) below the bottom wall

well 139 isolates the stripping solution in wash well 125 from
the biological sample 106 in input well 12. It can be appreci
ated that as solid phase substrate passes through wash well

125, the stripping solution cleans and/ or recycles solid phase
substrate such that when the solid phase substrate returns to
65

input well 12, the previously unbound fraction 104 in initial
biological sample 106 remaining in input well 12 may now
bind to a solid phase substrate to form additional fraction

bound solidphase substrate 110. Thereafter, the methodology
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heretofore described may be repeated such that a substantial

on output zone 124, fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110
may be acted on by reagent 130. In addition, it can be appre
ciated that reagent 130 may be operatively connected to addi

proportion of fraction 104 may be extracted from biological

sample 106.
As described, the methodology of the present invention

tional downstream components for further processing of frac
tion-bound solid phase substrate 110.

does not require any electronic equipment such as centri

fuges, rockers/ shakers, or incubators, while consuming only

Referring to FIG. 7, a still further embodiment of a device

minimal volumes of reagents in the three wells. It can also be

for extracting and purifying a fraction from cultured cells,
tissue samples and other biological materials in accordance

appreciated that the simplicity of device 10 allows for it to be
easily recon?gured to form a mating relationship with the
input/output requirements of upstream and downstream com

with the present invention is generally designated by the
reference numeral 140. Device 140 includes chamber 141

ponents.

adapted for receiving isolation buffer 142 therein. Drop 144

Referring to FIGS. 5-6, an alternate embodiment of the
device for extracting and purifying a fraction from cultured

of the mixture of biological sample 106 and a reagent, as
heretofore described, is deposited in isolation buffer 142 so as
to de?ne an input zone. In addition, drop 146 of a desired

cells, tissue samples and other biological materials in accor

dance with the present invention is generally designated by

reagent is deposited in isolation buffer 142 so as to de?ne an
output zone.

the reference numeral 112. Device 112 includes plate 114

having upper and lower surfaces 116 and 118, respectively.
Except as hereinafter described, upper surface 116 of plate
114 is hydrophobic. Upper surface 116 of plate 114 includes
a hydrophilic input zone 120 de?ned by edges 122a-122d
such that input zone 120 has a generally square con?guration.
However, other con?gurations are contemplated as being
within the scope of the present invention. In addition, upper
surface 116 of plate 114 includes a hydrophilic output zone
124 de?ned by edges 126a-126d such that output zone 124

In order to extract fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110

from biological sample 106, a force to which the solid phase
substrate of fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 is
20

attracted is positioned adjacent drop 144. In the exemplary
embodiment, it is contemplated for the solid phase substrate
of fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 to be a paramag
netic material attracted to a corresponding magnetic ?eld. As

25

has a generally square con?guration. However, other con?gu

such, in order to generate the magnetic ?eld, magnet 111 is
positioned adjacent drop 144 such that fraction-bound solid
phase substrate 110 is magnetically attracted thereto. Magnet

rations are contemplated as being within the scope of the

111 is moved from a position adjacent drop 144 to a position

present invention. The portion of upper surface 116 of plate

adjacent drop 146 such that fraction-bound solid phase sub

114 outside of input zone 120 and output zone 124 de?nes
hydrophobic isolation zone 128.

strate 110 are sequentially drawn: 1) into isolation buffer 142;
30

and 2) into drop 146.

In operation, the mixture of biological sample 106 and a
reagent, as heretofore described, is deposited on input zone

prevents biological sample 106 from passing out of drop 144

120 and a desired reagent 130 is deposited on output zone

into isolation buffer 142. In addition, the surface tension of

124. Device 112 is ?ooded with isolation buffer 132 (e.g. oil,
wax or the like) such that the mixture biological sample 106
and the reagent deposited on input zone 120 and desired

It is noted that the surface tension of isolation buffer 142

drop 146 prevents isolation buffer 142 from ?owing into drop
35

146. It can be appreciated that as fraction-bound solid phase

reagent 130 deposited on output zone 124 are completely

substrate 110 passes through isolation buffer 142, fraction
bound solid phase substrate 110 are washed by isolation

submerged in isolation buffer 132.

buffer 142, thereby effectively isolating fraction-bound solid
phase substrate 110 from the remainder of biological sample

In order to extract fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110

from biological sample 106, a force to which the solid phase
substrate of fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 is

40

attracted is positioned adjacent, and preferably below, input
zone 120. In the exemplary embodiment, it is contemplated
for the solid phase substrate of fraction-bound solid phase
substrate 110 to be a paramagnetic material attracted to a

106. With fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 isolated

from the remainder of biological sample 106, fraction-bound

45

solid phase substrate 110 may be acted on by the reagent of
drop 144. In addition, it can be appreciated that drop 144 may
be operatively connected to additional downstream compo
nents for further processing of fraction-bound solid phase

corresponding magnetic ?eld. As such, in order to generate
the magnetic ?eld, magnet 111 is positioned below input zone

substrate 110.

120 such that fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 is

invention does not require any electronic equipment such as

Again, it is noted that the methodology of the present

magnetically attracted thereto. Referring to FIG. 6, magnet

centrifuges, rockers/ shakers, or incubators, while consuming

111 is sequentially moved: 1) below isolation zone 128 such
that fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 are drawn into
isolation buffer 132; and 2) below output zone 124 such that
fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 are drawn into
reagent 130.
It is noted that the surface tension of isolation buffer 132
deposited on isolation zone 128 prevents biological sample
106 ?owing from input zone 120 into isolation zone 126. In
addition, the surface tension of reagent 130 deposited on
output zone 124 prevents isolation buffer 132 from ?owing

50

into output zone 124. It can be appreciated that as fraction

60

More speci?cally, co-culture platform 150 includes channel
network 152 de?ned by ?rst and second, channels 154 and
156, respectively. First and second channels 154 and 156,
respectively, include inputs 158 and 160, respectively, and a

65

nected to output 162 by central passageway 164. Similarly,
input 160 of second channel 156 is connected to output 162 by

also be appreciated that the simplicity of device 140 allows
for it to be easily recon?gured to form a mating relationship
with the input/output requirements of upstream and down
stream components.
55

invention is generally designated by the reference numeral
150. It is intended for co-culture platform 150 to be used in
isolating analytes or biomolecules directly from a cell culture.

buffer 132 deposited on isolation zone 128, fraction-bound

solid phase substrate 110 are washed by isolation buffer 132,

thereby effectively isolating fraction-bound solid phase sub
remainder of biological sample 106 in reagent 130 deposited

Referring to FIGS. 8a-8d, a co-culture platform incorpo
rating a further embodiment of the device of the present

bound solid phase substrate 110 passes through isolation

strate 110 from the remainder of biological sample 106. With
fraction-bound solid phase substrate 110 isolated from the

only minimal volumes of reagents in the three wells. It can

common output 162. Input 158 of ?rst channel 154 is con

central passageway 166. A series of diffusions ports 168 are

US 8,728,410 B2
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axially spaced along and interconnect central passageways

absolute value of the radius of curvature of the droplet at input
158 of ?rst channel 154, a larger pressure exists on input 158
of ?rst channel 154. The resulting pressure gradient causes

164 and 166 of?rst and second channels 154 and 156, respec
tively, so as to allow for communication therebetween. For

sequential droplets of culture media deposited on input 158 of

reasons hereinafter described, the absolute value of the radius
of curvature of a droplet at output 162 is greater than the
absolute values of the radii of curvature of droplets at inputs
158 and 160 of?rst and second channels 154 and 156, respec

?rst channel 154 to ?ow through central passageway 164
towards output 162, FIG. 8a.As such, in order to culture a ?rst
type of cells in ?rst channel 154, it is contemplated to ?ow a
suspension of the ?rst cell type into ?rst channel 154, as
heretofore described. Similarly, because the absolute value of
the radius of curvature of the droplet at output 162 is greater
than the absolute value of the radius of curvature of the
droplet at input 160 of second channel 156, a larger pressure
exists on input 160 of second channel 156. Hence, the result

tively.
Co-culture platform 150 further includes a ?rst isolation

device generally designated by the reference numeral 170.
First isolation device 170 includes a phase-gate zone or well

172 communicating with ?rst channel 154 at a location adja
cent input 158 through an opening having a diameter substan
tially smaller than diameter of ?rst channel 154 so as to form

ing pressure gradient causes sequential droplets of culture

a constriction to ?uid ?ow therethrough. Phase-gate well 172

media deposited on input 160 of second channel 156 to ?ow

is partially de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 174 and 176,
respectively, which converge toward each other and terminate
at output ends 178 and 180, respectively. Output ends 178 and
180 of ?rst and second sidewalls 174 and 176, respectively, of

through central passageway 166 towards output 162, FIG. 8b.

well 172 intersect upstream wall 182 of output zone or well
184 so as to de?ne output 186 of phase-gate well 172. Output
well 184 is downstream of phase-gate well 172 and commu

20

nicates with phase-gate well 172 through output 186. Output
well 184 is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 188 and 190,
respectively, up stream wall 182 and downstream wall 192. As
described, output well 184 has a generally rectangular con

in phase-gate well 172 and in phase-gate well 202. Further,
25

30

device generally designated by the reference numeral 200.
Second isolation device 200 includes a phase-gate zone or
well 202 communicating with second channel 156 at a loca
35

positioned below central passageways 164 and 166 of ?rst
and second channels 154 and 156, respectively, such that the

mRNA-bound paramagnetic particles 232 are magnetically
attracted thereto. Magnet 230 is sequentially moved: 1) below
phase-gate well 172 and in phase-gate well 202 such that the
mRNA-bound paramagnetic particles 232 are drawn through

as to form a constriction to ?uid ?ow therethrough. Phase

gate well 202 is partially de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls
204 and 206, respectively, which converge toward each other
and terminate at output ends 208 and 210, respectively. Out
put ends 208 and 210 of ?rst and second sidewalls 204 and

reagents, are deposited in output wells 184 and 214. Lysis
buffers spiked with solid phase substrates, such as mRNA
binding paramagnetic particles, are ?owed into ?rst and sec
ond channels 154 and 156, respectively, as heretofore
described, FIG. 80. After a predetermined time period, e.g.
5-20 minutes, to allow for lysis and the binding of the mRNA

to the mRNA-binding paramagnetic particles, magnet 230 is

tion adjacent input 160 through an opening having a diameter
substantially smaller than diameter of second channel 156 so

desired reagent/reaction buffers, such as real time, reverse

transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT/RT-PCR)

?guration in the depicted embodiment. However, other con
?gurations are contemplated without deviating from the
scope of the present invention.
Co-culture platform 150 also includes a second isolation

As such, in order to culture a second type of cells in second
channel 156, it is contemplated to ?ow a suspension of the
second cell type into second channel 156, as heretofore
described.
The ?rst and second types of cells 224 and 226, respec
tively, are allowed to culture for a predetermined time period.
In addition, isolation buffers, such as oil or wax, are deposited

40

the so-called “virtual walls” between ?rst and second chan

206, respectively, of well 202 intersect upstream wall 212 of

nels 154 and 156, respectively, and corresponding phase-gate

output zone or well 214 so as to de?ne output 216 of phase

wells 172 and 202 and into the isolation buffers; and 2) below
output wells 184 and 214 such that the mRNA-bound para
magnetic particles 232 are drawn into RT/RT-PCR reagents.
It can be appreciated that the co-culture platform 150 and the

gate well 202. Output well 214 is downstream of phase-gate
well 202 and communicates with phase-gate well 202
through output 216. Output well 214 is de?ned by ?rst and
second sidewalls 218 and 220, respectively, upstream wall
212 and downstream wall 222. As described, output well 214
has a generally rectangular con?guration in the depicted

45

methodology heretofore described allow a user to isolate

nucleic acids or other biomolecules directly from cell culture

(s) without transferring lysate from a cell culture platform to

embodiment. However, other con?gurations are contem

plated without deviating from the scope of the present inven

a separate and distinct isolation platform. Further, the co
50

tion.
In operation, ?rst and second channels 154 and 156,
respectively, are ?lled with predetermined media. It can be

appreciated that the high surface energy associated with the
constricted opening between phase-gate well 172 and ?rst

tion, thereby facilitating the acceleration of analysis through
put.
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 9a-9e, a device for quantifying a
55

Device 240 is similar in structure to device 10, and as such,

stricted opening between phase-gate well 202 and second

the prior description of device 10 is understood to describe
device 240 except as herein provided.
60

channels 154 and 156, respectively, and corresponding phase
gate wells 172 and 202 allow for ?uid manipulation within
?rst and second channels 154 and 156, respectively, without
affecting ?rst and second isolation devices 170 and 200,

respectively.
It is noted that because the absolute value of the radius of
curvature of the droplet at output 162 is greater than the

level of a speci?c particle/protein in an initial, biological

sample is generally designated by the reference numeral 240.

channel 154 sequesters the media within ?rst channel 154.
Likewise, the high surface energy associated with the con
channel 156 sequesters the media within second channel 156.
These so-called “virtual walls” between ?rst and second

culture platform 150 and the methodology heretofore
described is easily amenable to arrayed fabrication and opera

65

As best seen in FIG. 9a, device 240 includes a second
phase-gate zone or well 252 downstream of output well 66

and being de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 254 and 256,
respectively, upstream wall 258, and downstream wall 260.
The inner surfaces of sidewalls 254 and 256, respectively, the
inner surface of upstream wall 258, and the inner surface of
downstream wall 260 de?ne a phase-gate cavity 262 for
receiving an isolation buffer therein, as heretofore described.

US 8,728,410 B2
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Again, although phase-gate well 252 has a generally rectan
gular con?guration in the depicted embodiment, other con
?gurations are contemplated without deviating from the

262 of phase-gate well 252; and a readout buffer 290, here

inafter described, deposited in output cavity 280 of second
output well 270, FIG. 9a. It is contemplated for labeling

scope of the present invention.
Output well 66 and second phase-gate well 252 are inter
connected by third channel 264. Third channel 264 extends
along an axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls, an
upper wall and a bottom wall. The input ends of the ?rst and
second sidewalls of third channel 264 and the input end of the
upper wall of third channel 264 intersect end wall 74 of output

buffer 286 to include an additional antibody which either
contains or can be later functionalized with a detectable mol

ecule (e. g. ?uorescent protein, HRP enzyme or the like).
Readout buffer 290 contains material which is conducive to

quantifying the amount of protein through some optical mea

surement (e.g. ?uorescence, chemiluminescence, metabo
lism of a substrate to produce a colored metabolite).

well 66 so as to de?ne an input to third channel 264. The

As heretofore described, it is contemplated for the solid

output ends of the ?rst and second sidewalls of third channel
264 and the output end of the upper wall of third channel 264

phase substrate to be a paramagnetic material attracted to a

corresponding magnetic ?eld. As such, in order to generate
the magnetic ?eld, magnet 292 is positioned below input well

intersect upstream wall 258 of phase-gate well 252 so as to

12 such that protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246 are

de?ne output 266 of third channel 264. The bottom wall of
third channel 264 is generally co-planar with bottom walls 22
and 36 of input well 12 and phase-gate well 26, respectively.

magnetically attracted thereto. Magnet 292 is sequentially

It can be seen that the ?rst and second sidewalls of third

channel 264 converge towards each other from the input to
output 266 thereof, for reasons hereinafter described.

20

Device 240 further includes a second output zone or well

270 downstream of second phase-gate well 252 and being
de?ned by ?rst and second sidewalls 272 and 274, respec
tively, upstream wall 276, and downstream wall 278. The
inner surfaces of ?rst and second sidewalls 272 and 274,
respectively, the inner surface of upstream wall 276, and the
inner surface of downstream wall 278 de?ne output cavity

moved: 1) below bottom wall 45 of ?rst channel 38 such that
protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246 are drawn into ?rst
channel 38 through input 52 thereof; 2) below bottom wall 36
of phase-gate well 26 such that protein-bound paramagnetic
particles 246 are drawn into phase-gate well 26 through out
put 62 of ?rst channel 38; 3) below bottom wall 85 of second

channel 79 such that protein-bound paramagnetic particles
246 are drawn into second channel 79 through input 92

tions are contemplated without deviating from the scope of

thereof, FIG. 9b; and 4) below bottom wall 76 of output well
66 such that protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246 are
drawn into output well 66 through output 102 of second
channel, FIG. 90.
As previously noted, the surface tension of isolation buffer
109 in phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26 at output 62
of ?rst channel 38 prevents biological sample 242 from ?ow

the present invention.
Second output well 270 and second phase-gate well 252

output 62 of ?rst channel 38 and the surface tension of label

25

280 for receiving a reagent therein, as hereinafter described.

Again, second output well 270 has a generally rectangular

con?guration in the depicted embodiment, other con?gura

are interconnected by fourth channel 282. Fourth channel 282
extends along an axis and is de?ned by ?rst and second
sidewalls, an upper wall and bottom wall. The input ends of
the ?rst and second sidewalls of fourth channel 282 and the
input end of the upper wall of fourth channel 282 intersect

30

ing into phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate well 26 through
ing buffer 286 in output cavity 78 of output well 66 at output
35

of second channel 79. It can be appreciated that as protein

bound paramagnetic particles 246 pass through phase-gate

downstream wall 260 of second phase-gate well 252 so as to

de?ne an input to fourth channel 282. The output ends of the
?rst and second sidewalls of fourth channel 282 and the
output end of the upper wall of fourth channel 282 intersect
upstream wall 276 of second output well 270 so as to de?ne
output 284 of fourth channel 282. The bottom wall of fourth

40

channel 282 is generally co-planar with bottom walls second
of phase-gate well 252 and output well 66, respectively. It can
appreciated the ?rst and second sidewalls of fourth channel
converge towards each other from the input to the output, for

45

In operation, a biological sample 242 is provided. As is
known, biological sample 242 may include a protein of inter
est, along with non-desired material 244 such as lysate,
bodily ?uids, forensic samples, and/ or biological contamina
tions. In order to prepare biological sample 242, biological

50

sample 242 is mixed with a solid phase substrate, such as

55
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second phase-gate well 252 such that labeled protein-bound
paramagnetic particles 246 are drawn into second phase-gate
well 252 through the output of third channel 264; 3) below the
bottom wall of fourth channel 282 such that labeled protein
bound paramagnetic particles 246 are drawn into fourth chan
nel 282 through the input thereof, FIG. 9d; and 4) below the
bottom wall of second output well 270 such that label protein
bound paramagnetic particles 246 are drawn into second out

predetermined time period (e.g. 1 hour) and deposited in

put well through output 284 of fourth channel 282, FIG. 9e.
As previously noted, the surface tension of the isolation
buffer in second phase-gate cavity 262 of second phase-gate

input cavity 24 of input well 12; isolation buffer 109, such as
oil or wax, is deposited in phase-gate cavity 37 of phase-gate
ited in output cavity 78 of output well 66; an isolation buffer,
such as oil or wax, is deposited in second phase-gate cavity

particles 246 from the remainder of biological sample 242.
With protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246 isolated from
the remainder of biological sample 242 in output well 66,
protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246 in output well 66
are labeled by protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246 in
the labeling buffer 286.
After a predetermined time period for allowing the anti
body in the labeling buffer 286 to bind to protein-bound
paramagnetic particles 246, FIG. 90, magnet 292 is sequen
tially moved: 1) below the bottom wall of third channel 264
such that labeled protein-bound paramagnetic particles 246
are drawn into third channel 264; 2) below the bottom wall of

antibody-coated, paramagnetic particles, such that the
desired protein binds to the antibody-coated, paramagnetic
particles to form protein-boundparamagnetic particles 246. It
is contemplated for the protein-bound paramagnetic particles

well 26; labeling buffer 286, hereinafter described, is depos

well 26 and second channel 79, protein-bound paramagnetic
particles 246 are washed by isolation buffer 109 therein,

thereby effectively isolating protein-bound paramagnetic

reasons hereinafter described.

246 to be attracted to a corresponding magnetic ?eld. There
after, biological sample 242 is allowed to incubate for a

102 of second channel 79 prevents isolation buffer 109 from

?owing into output cavity 78 of output well 66 at output 102

65

well 252 at output 266 of third channel 264 prevents unbound

detectable antibodies from ?owing into second phase-gate
cavity 262 of phase-gate well 252 through output 266 of third

